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SAFETY IS PRIORITY

ENHANCED HORIZONTAL SITUATION INDICATOR (HSI)

With a passion for performance, the single-engine M600 emphasizes safety and functionality. The all-glass Garmin G3000
avionics suite integrates the most advanced safety equipment available today. A touchscreen-controlled flight deck puts
intuitive navigation at your fingertips.

60/40

60/40 MODE AND ENHANCED MAP DISPLAY
No longer does the pilot need to sacrifice the scan from the primary view to fly the
approach plates or look for upcoming way-points. With 60/40 Mode, all invaluable
situational decisions remain right in front of the pilot. Included in the situational
awareness package is the premier option SurfaceWatchTM.

SURFACEWATCHTM
SurfaceWatch provides aural and visual alerts to help the pilot maintain
situational awareness and avoid potential runway incursions/excursions during
ground and air operations in an airport environment.

The Enhanced Map HSI is a new feature designed to increase situational awareness by
overlaying additional information onto the HSI display. Just as the HSI provides increased
information compared to the directional gyro, the Enhanced Map HSI further improves the
HSI by allowing greater information to be conveyed within the primary instrument scan.
It can be used while in 60/40 Mode and supports overlays with combinations on Map,
SafeTaxi data, Flight Plan, METARs, NEXRAD, Weather Radar, and more.

GFC 700 WITH ENHANCED AUTOMATIC
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
The fully integrated flight control system provides exceptional flight
automation with a dual AHRS-based system. The system offers top safety
features and incomparable performance, seamlessly integrating a flight director,
autopilot, automatic trim and yaw damper into the G3000 suite. It also includes
Electronic Stability Protection (ESP), Level Mode, Underspeed Protection (USP),
Emergency Descent Mode, and Coupled Go Around, elevating pilot and passenger safety
to the highest standards.
To learn more about additional safety features available on the M600, visit piper.com.
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